Israel and the Great Powers

The View from Beijing

by Wang Jin

China’s relationship with Israel has come a long way since its tumultuous beginnings. No longer caricatured as an oppressive, imperialist U.S. proxy, Israel is clearly seen by Beijing for what it is: a flourishing nation with a stable political and social order, a highly developed economic system, and an advanced science and technology sector. These are precisely the qualities the Chinese government hopes to find in its partners and allies, especially since President Xi Jinping launched the Belt and Road Initiative—Beijing’s global investment, trade, and development strategy—in 2013.

The Evolution of Relations

Early relations between China and Israel were strained. While the Jewish state was the first Middle Eastern country to recognize the People’s Republic of China after Mao Zedong’s revolution, normal diplomatic relations were not established until 1992, both because Beijing did not want to jeopardize its relationship with the Arab world and because it viewed Israel as closely aligned with the West. Mao’s communist narrative demanded that China liberate all supposedly oppressed peoples, including the Palestinians, though this narrative was complicated by the fact that Israel was established through a resolute struggle against the British Empire, that it was ruled by a socialist government, and that most
Chinese recognized that the Israelis, like themselves, belonged to an ancient civilization that had suffered at the hands of the Axis powers.

At the 1955 Bandung conference, which sought to align the Afro-Asian nations into a “Third World” that would provide a counterweight to the two super-power blocs, Beijing walked a middle line by expressing support for the Palestinian “right of return” while refusing to deny Israel’s right to exist and secretly pursuing trade ties with Jerusalem. Yet viewing itself as a leader that could unite the newly established alignment in the struggle “against imperialists and colonialists,” China made its relations with the Arab states a diplomatic priority. In 1956, it established relations with Egypt—whose leader Gamal Abdel Nasser played a key role in the Bandung conference—as well as with Syria and Yemen. During the Suez crisis that same year, Beijing stood firmly with Egypt and severed all connections with Israel.¹

After Mao’s death in 1976, communications resumed between Beijing and Jerusalem. They established secret military ties in the 1980s during the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan, supplying weapons to the Afghan mujahedeen, and also exchanged delegations of academics, businessmen, and industrialists.² Beginning in 1987, Chinese and Israeli diplomats held a number of secret meetings in Paris and New York and reached an agreement on the establishment of formal diplomatic relations.³ In 1990, the state-owned Chinese International Travel Agency established an office in Tel Aviv.

Relations between China and Israel became easier after the 1991 Arab-Israeli Madrid peace conference, and in November of that year, Israeli defense minister Moshe Arens paid a secret visit to Beijing.⁴ On January 24, 1992, Israeli foreign minister David Levy and Chinese foreign minister Qian Qichen signed the Joint Communiqué on the Establishment of Diplomatic Relations.⁵

Economic relations between the two states also grew closer with China becoming Israel’s largest trading partner in Asia and the third largest in the world after the United States and the European Union. After President Xi Jinping announced his global development strategy known as the Belt and Road Initiative in 2013, Israeli-Chinese economic cooperation grew significantly in both scope and essence. In the annual government report of 2015, Prime Minister Li Keqiang stressed Beijing’s intention to “push the negotiations for establishment of a free trade zone with both the Arab states of the Gulf and Israel.”⁶ By 2017, bilateral trade had reached $13.1 billion with Chinese companies investing over $7 billion in Israel.⁷
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Belt and Road Initiative and Economic Cooperation

Viewing entrepreneurship and innovation as crucial to the success of its Belt and Road Initiative, the Chinese government has actively pursued international innovation cooperation as a means to upgrade its industrial infrastructure and promote stable and healthy economic development. As the "Start-up Nation" and "Innovative Nation," Israel has come to be seen as a role model for this endeavor.

Traditionally, China has been mostly interested in Middle Eastern energy supplies, but with the advent of the Belt and Road Initiative, more and more Chinese capital is being invested in Israel’s high-tech sector. Some of China’s biggest technology companies, such as Baidu, Lenovo, 360, and Pingan, are partnering with Israeli firms. In May 2013, Fosun Pharma purchased 95 percent of the stock in the Israeli company Alma Lasers for $220 million. Bright Food Group, the largest food company in Shanghai, purchased the Israel food company Tnuva for $2.5 billion in April 2015. In September 2015, Fosun Pharma purchased more than half the stock in Israel’s cosmetic brand Ahava.

China, also, perceives Israel as a center of world innovation and wants to forge more academic and scientific ties. Xi Jinping stated,

"We should follow the strategy of innovation as an impetus for development … Independent innovation should be the essence of this strategy, and the most urgent thing to do is to eliminate the system and mechanism obstacles so as to free up the huge potentials of science and technology as the primary force of productivity."

During his official visit to China in May 2013, Israeli prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu likewise expressed his desire for cooperation.

In May of the following year, Chinese vice prime minister Liu Yandong visited Israel and attended an innovation conference in Tel Aviv. During his visit, the two states agreed to set up the China-Israel Inter-governmental Mechanism of Economic and Technological Cooperation (IMETC) and the China-Israel Joint Committee on Innovation Cooperation (JCIC). In January 2015, the two countries signed a three-year Sino-Israeli

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>$50 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>$400 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>$3 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>$5 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>$11 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>$11.4 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>$13.1 billion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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action plan on innovation cooperation in Beijing.  

Meanwhile, several bilateral working groups that cover high technology, industry, agriculture technology, environmental conservation, energy, and finance have been set up by local governments and academic establishments. The Forum of China-Israel University Presidents under the 7+7 Universities Coalition is the most influential.  

Chinese and Israeli universities have also established a number of joint institutions. Tsinghua University and Tel Aviv University founded the XIN R&D center in May 2014 as a model for bilateral cooperation. The first overseas office of a Chinese publishing company, the Israel office of Renmin University Press, was established at Tel Aviv University in January 2016.  

China’s local governments also cooperate with Israeli entities and companies. The biggest Chinese-Israeli industrial zone, the Changzhou Park (CIP), was set up in Changzhou city in Jiangsu Province. The CIP has gathered forty-one Israeli companies such as Lycored, Tuttnauer, Tadiran, CollPlant, and Dagan. Industries include medical equipment, new materials, agricultural industry, auto components, food, consulting, and finance. The CIP has become the “international cooperation base” for China’s Ministry of Science and Technology and “the High-Tech Cooperation Showcase Zone” recognized by China’s National Reform and Development Commission.  

For the Belt and Road Initiative to succeed, Beijing must forge transportation links with the countries that make up the Belt and Road region: the southern tier of Asia from Israel to Indonesia, plus a number of African states. Beginning in 1993, international airline service connected Beijing and Tel Aviv. In 2013, the number of flights increased from two per week to three. Direct flights between Hong Kong and Tel Aviv jumped to six per week. More and more Chinese and Israeli localities have become “sister cities,” an important milestone in bilateral relations.  

China and Israel are also cooperating on infrastructure projects. Beijing hopes to leverage its construction laborers to penetrate foreign markets. Given its companies’ successful construction of the Carmel Tunnels in Haifa, China hopes to win more opportunities there. In March 2015, the Chinese Shanghai International Port Group was awarded a contract from the Israel Ports Company to operate a new private port in Haifa that should become operational by 2021. China Harbor Engineering Company, operated by the Chinese Ministry of Transport, won a bid to construct the South Port in
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Ashdod for approximately $900 million in June of 2014—China’s largest overseas port construction project. In July 2012, Israel and China signed a memorandum of understanding for the construction of a 112-mile railway from Nahal Tzin to Eilat, and three years later, the Chinese Railway Tunnel Group together with Israeli company Solel Boneh won an $800 million contract to build the tunnels and underground stations in the first line of Tel Aviv’s light-rail system.

As a developing state, China still prioritizes agricultural development and is eager to borrow advanced technology from Israel. Many local governments cooperate with Israeli agricultural companies and institutes, and a number of Chinese-Israeli agricultural showcases have been established. The China-Israel Agricultural Showcase site in Xinjiang, the first and largest of its kind, was built in 2009, followed four years later by the China-Israel Agricultural Showcase Farm in the Fujian province. In November 2014, Shouguang city was chosen by the agriculture ministry as the China-Israel Water Technology Showcase City. In 2015, the Modern Israel Agricultural Cooperation Base was officially launched in Ningxia Province, and in 2018 the first China-Israel Ministerial Conference on Cooperation in Agricultural Innovation was held in Nanjing.

**Favorable Factors**

There are several positive dynamics that influence China-Israel ties. First, Jews and Judaism have had a long and peaceful presence in China. Although it is not clear when Jews first arrived in China, their presence is described in Chinese historical annals from as far back as the seventh and eighth centuries. Some believe the earliest Jewish immigrants appeared during the Zhou Dynasty (1046-256 BCE) while others believe they came during the Song Dynasty (960-1279 CE). Relatively isolated Jewish communities in China developed throughout
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the Tang and Song dynasties (seventh to twelfth centuries) and all the way through the Qing Dynasty in the nineteenth century, most famously in the central Chinese city of Kaifeng. In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Jewish merchants started businesses in Chinese ports, particularly in major commercial centers like Shanghai and Hong Kong. In the first half of the twentieth century, thousands of Jewish refugees escaped the Russian revolution and Soviet repression by fleeing to northeastern China. Jewish communities lived in Harbin, in northeastern China, until the Japanese invaded in the 1930s.

Shanghai was an important Jewish center during the 1930s and the 1940s. It was a major commercial hub in the Far East and had hosted a significant Jewish presence since 1850. The first wave of Jewish migration was marked by the arrival of Sephardic Jews from Baghdad and Bombay. During the 1920s and 1930s, thousands of Russian Jews immigrated to Shanghai as well. In the late 1930s, the city became an important destination providing refuge for European Jews escaping Nazi persecution. After the Japanese invaded and occupied the city in 1939, Jews were restricted to the Shanghai ghetto. At the end of the war, the city was home to approximately twenty-four thousand Jews. After the founding of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, however, the community dwindled, with most Shanghai Jews emigrating to Israel, the United States, Australia, and Hong Kong. The Chinese still remember their former Jewish neighbors, however, and the Ohel Moishe Synagogue still stands today and serves as an important museum.

Most Chinese have warm feelings for Israel. Many were impressed by former Israeli prime minister Ehud Olmert’s close personal connection with China. During his official visit in January 2007, Olmert described his family’s long relationship with the country.
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His grandfather immigrated to China from Russia in 1917 and was buried in Harbin. His parents grew up in China and moved to Israel in the 1930s. Olmert himself learned some Chinese as a child. “Chinese culture has been part of my family,” he said, “and part of my childhood memory.”

A recent example of the positive relationship between China and Israel is showcased in a short film called Thank You, Shanghai produced by the Israeli consulate in the city in 2015. In this film, many Israelis thank Shanghai and the Chinese people for their friendship and hospitality during World War II. Participants hold “Thank You” signs in Chinese, Hebrew, and English. Thank You, Shanghai was released on the seventieth anniversary of China’s victory against Japan, and many see it as the symbol of shared Chinese and Jewish suffering during the war.

China also sees Israel both as an important partner in its international endeavors, such as the proposed creation of the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), and as a reliable ally against what it considers extremist Islamist tendencies in the Xinjiang province. For while China’s 20-million-strong Muslim community comprises only a small fraction of the population, the Chinese view Islamic extremism as a major threat to national security. Scores of Uighur extremists have joined terrorist organizations such as al-Qaeda and ISIS. As a result, China fears a separatist “Islamized” movement that will lead to independence for Xinjiang. It views Israel as able to resist Islamic extremism in the Middle East and admires its endurance after several wars against Arab and Muslim foes.

### Challenges Ahead

While Chinese-Israeli relations have deepened with the Belt and Road Initiative, some challenges remain. For example, focusing so much on innovation and start-ups may suggest that China’s manufacturing
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industry, long the cornerstone of Chinese employment, is on the decline. For another, Chinese investments in Israel are largely made by the state-owned enterprises and big firms with close government ties. As a highly centralized state, China’s economic policy is easily susceptible to leadership changes and political turbulence.

Both Beijing and Jerusalem have had to resist interference from third parties. China seeks to strike a balance between its continued dependence on Arab oil to meet its energy demands and its need for Israel’s cutting-edge technology to boost its economy. To this end, it has maintained its distance from the Arab-Israeli conflict in an attempt to develop and maintain relationships with both Israel and the Palestinians while playing a “constructive,” rather than a leading role in managing and mediating the conflict.35

In Beijing’s view, Washington constitutes the biggest external challenge to Israeli-Chinese relations. In 2000, for example, Jerusalem succumbed to heavy U.S. pressure and cancelled the sale of the Phalcon Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS) to China, drawing sharp condemnation from Beijing. For their part, some Israelis frown on the mushrooming relationship with Beijing. Former Mossad head Efraim Halevy, for instance, has consistently warned against Chinese involvement in the Red-Med rail project to connect the cities of Eilat and Ashdod, concerned it could trigger a crisis with the

U.S. administration36 The most pressing threat to the bilateral relationship comes from Israeli discussions on whether to withdraw from the Haifa port contract, which could arguably enable Chinese companies to monitor visiting American vessels and U.S. warships. The Chinese government rejects this, arguing that the lease agreement is merely an economic contract, not a military or political contract. But against the backdrop of the U.S.-China trade war, Israel’s hesitation kindles fear in Beijing.

Both Beijing and Jerusalem realize each other’s growing importance in the international arena and hope to develop closer ties in the future. And although bilateral ties between China and Israel have witnessed significant progress under the Belt and Road Initiative, both states remain eager to gain a deeper understanding of each other in order to overcome any potential challenges.
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